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ABSTRACT: Personal medical data is beginning to raise more and more interpretation
issues in the context of the current crisis caused by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic and is
threatening to become an explosive social problem. In this paper, we draw attention to the
difficulties that arise in the practical effort to protect personal privacy, including in terms
of medical information. Collective values, the public interest or the rights of others may
constitute legitimate limitations on individual freedom and the right to privacy. To these
are added the illegitimate interferences specific to the surveillance society, as well as the
anti-democratic slippages to which the global society is always exposed. Our conclusion is
that only the Law can be the authentic social binder and the defender of all, in times of
peace or crisis, and Justice must remain the supreme virtue of social systems.
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1. INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM AS A COLLECTIVE VALUE
A democratic society implies not only the foundation of the Right on values
considered to be democratic, but also the inherent risk that these values – multiple and
diverse – often conflict with each other. About the collision of values, we have discussed
in previously published works (Gorea, „…And Justice for All. Legal interpretation on
democratic values”, 2018), this topic being a constant concern of the research that we
have undertaken in recent years (Gorea, Freedom of Speech and Lawyer`s
Responsibility, 2017).
Without resuming the whole argument, we will only remind that the legislator's
interpretation of social values means, on careful consideration, drawing and redrawing
the contours of social life. The interpretation of values, imposed by the need to manage
and prioritize them, has not only the logical meaning of explaining, clarifying obscure
meanings, which restore meanings, but also the hermeneutic meaning, of reconstituting
an attitude, which establishes and assigns meanings. (Gorea, Repere logice ale
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